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Abstract

Over the last past decades, the number of control system applications in the chemical
and petrochemical domains has increased considerably. However, due to the diversity
and particularity of chemical processes, there are still many challenges that have to be
addressed like: system identification, performance enhancement, monitoring, diagnosis
and more importantly closed‐loop stability, robustness. Taking into account that most
chemical processes are complex, nonlinear MIMO (multi‐input multi‐output) systems,
the challenge is even greater. This book chapter is directed towards the development
and the implementation of modern control algorithms for complex and high‐risk petro‐
chemical processes, the considered case study being the production of 2 ethyl‐hexanol
through the 2 ethyl‐hexenal hydrogenation process. 2 ethyl‐hexanol is mainly used in
the production of plasticizers for polyvinyl chloride (PVC) manufacture. In the second
part, is described the mathematical modelling of the 2 ethyl‐hexenal hydrogenation
process including also the simulation and validation of the developed mathematical
models. The third part will focus on the design and implementation of conventional
control strategy. Section four is dedicated to the design and implementation of several
advanced  control  strategies  like  Internal  Model  Control  and  robust  control.  The
conclusions section represents the last part of the chapter.

Keywords: hydrogenation process, mathematical modelling, IMC control, robust con‐
trol, MIMO control strategy

1. Introduction

At present time, 2 ethyl‐hexanol represents an important raw material in the production of
plasticizers, solvents, oils and additives for diesel fuel, making its industrial scale production
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process of high importance. The industrial scale production of 2 ethyl‐hexanol is made either
through liquid phase 2 ethyl‐hexanal hydrogenation or through gaseous phase 2 ethyl‐hexanal
hydrogenation. The liquid phase hydrogenation is preferred on industrial scale due to its
advantages [1].

The development of complex, accurate mathematical models is an essential step in the dynamic
behaviour analysis without expensive experiments and last but not least in the development
and testing of control strategies. To this end, for the 2 ethyl‐hexanal hydrogenation process
was developed at first a distributed parameter mathematical model validated using experi‐
mental data. It consists of a system of partial differential equations based on mass (total and
component) and energy conservation laws. In order to analyse the dynamic behaviour and to
emphasize the interactions between the parts of a hydrogenation process a dynamic study was
performed. Several scenarios have been carried out in order to evaluate the dynamic behaviour.
The one presented in this chapter is the study of the catalyst deactivation effect. The effect of
a variation of the input flow temperature of the streams as well as the effect of a change in the
reactor load: the volumetric ratio between the 2 ethyl‐hexanal flow rate and the recirculated 2
ethyl‐hexanol flow rate are worth to study. The dynamic behaviour study shows the complex‐
ity of the hydrogenation process due to heat, mass and kinetic interactions, which are de‐
pendent on the operating conditions, reactor loading as well as on the trajectory from one state
to another.

Unfortunately, despite their accuracy, detailed, nonlinear mathematical models are too
complex for efficient use in controller design so the considered approach is the use of a simple
model of the process, which describes its most important properties in combination with an
advanced control algorithm which takes into account the model uncertainties, the disturbances
and command signal limitations.

To this end, another mathematical model–operational model–is determined based on the main
connections between input and output parameters of the process and was obtained based on
the result analysis from both simulations step responses related to a distributed parameter
model and the experimental data.

For the hydrogenation process presented in this case study, various methods of control where
designed: conventional PID control, internal model control (IMC) and robust control in order
to find the optimal solution.

The two main control objectives of all the applied control strategies are: (a) to maintain the
inlet reactor temperature below an imposed critical value; (b) to ensure a high 2 ethyl‐hexanol
(product) concentration. From a technological point of view the reactor inlet temperature can
be controlled by modifying the 2 ethyl‐hexanol recirculated flow rate. The product concentra‐
tion is influenced by the reactant flow rates and also by the catalyst degree of activity which
acts as a variable disturbance. The catalyst degree of activity will continuously decrease as the
hydrogenation reaction takes place up to the point it needs to be replaced. However, during
this period, this effect can be compensated by continuously increasing the input temperature
of the reactants.
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For analysis purposes, all proposed control structures were implemented in MATLAB/
SIMULINK environment. The simulation scenarios are presented in comparison for all
designed control strategies. The two main objectives of the scenarios are the set‐point tracking
analysis and disturbance rejection analysis. A robustness analysis is also performed.

Finally, by analysing all the advantages and disadvantages of the designed control structures
the final solution recommended for the control of the 2 ethyl‐hexanal hydrogenation process
is the robust control. The concluding remarks are formulated in the last section of the chapter.

2. Mathematical models of the 2 ethyl‐hexanal hydrogenation process:
simulation and validation

The mathematical modelling of an industrial scale process is a complex problem requiring the
following steps: (a) Choosing the model structure based on physical knowledge; (b) Deter‐
mining and estimating the model parameters from the available data; and (c) Accuracy
evaluation of the developed model (model validation) based on experimental data.

The model validation step is closely related to the parameter estimation step. As a result of the
estimation procedure it must be examined to what extent the model really explains the real
plant behaviour. This aspect can be highlighted by exciting the system model with the same
input signal and studying the nature and value of the difference between the model output
signals and the real plant variables.

2.1. Nonlinear mathematical model

Based on laws of mass conservation and energy conservation, the mathematical model
determined in this section for the hydrogenation process 2 ethyl‐hexanal is nonlinear. A
dynamic mathematical model can be used to simulate complex mass transfer phenomena and
to understand processes occurring inside the reactor. So far there are various models proposed
in the literature [2, 3] for the hydrogenation reaction kinetics, but there is no mathematical
model to describe the processes taking place inside the hydrogenation reactor. There is a need
to develop equations, to determine the parameters and boundary conditions that form the
mathematical model consisting of differential equations with partial derivatives. The spatially
distributed nature of the process is generally unnoticed or ignored and the control techniques
are applied using conventional approximate models with concentrated parameters, identified
by experiments input/output. Because these simple models ignore the spatial nature of the
process, they often suffer from the close interaction and apparent delays due to diffusion and
convection phenomena inherent in such processes. Hence, the need for a modelling procedure
that generates a general model, a model that takes into account the spatial structure of the
process variable and is deducted from the input and output measured data.

The production of 2 ethyl‐hexanol through the liquid phase 2 ethyl‐hexenal hydrogenation is
depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Hydrogenation reaction: A—2 ethyl‐hexanal, B—2 ethyl‐hexanal, C—2 ethyl‐hexanol.

As it can be observed, the production of 2‐ethyl hexanol is in fact two successive hydrogenation
reactions. Thus, the reaction product of the first hydrogenation reaction—2‐ethyl‐hexanal—is
a reactant in the next one. In the hydrogenation process n‐butanol and iso‐butanol can be
obtained as side products of some side reactions. Also, symmetric or asymmetric C8 ethers can
be obtained through the etherification reaction of butanols. These side reactions are favoured
by operating parameters like: input flows through the reactor, inlet temperature. However, for
mathematical modelling purposes only the main reaction will be considered and the following
assumptions are made: the model parameters are considered to be constant on the radial
section of the reactor; both liquid and gas velocity are considered constant; adiabatic reactor;
perfect mixing is considered and the chemical reactions occur only at the catalyst surface. Also,
in the reaction zone the following phenomena occur: mass transfer through the volume
element dz (theoretical plate); 2 ethyl‐hexanal hydrogenation on the catalyst surface and heat
transfer through volume element dz.

The component mass transfer is essential in a heterogeneous reactor with several phases (gas,
liquid) because the reactants have to pass from one phase to another making the modelling of
gas‐liquid‐solid mass transfer process a crucial step. Substances from a gas phase (hydrogen)
and a liquid (2 ethyl‐hexanal) are transformed on the surface of a solid catalyst (nickel on
silicon). One of the most important factors in the chemical reaction is the reaction rate (reaction
kinetics). In the present case there are two rates of reaction: r1, which relates to the hydroge‐
nation of 2 ethyl‐hexanal and r2, which relates to the hydrogenation of 2 ethyl‐hexanal
(intermediate product). For this particular case the chosen catalyst is nickel (Ni) based catalyst
on a silica (Si) support. Considering the literature studies [2] for the Ni catalyst supported on
Si, the best model to express the reaction rate of the proposed model is:

(1)

(2)
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where enal is 2 ethyl‐hexanal, anal is 2 ethyl‐hexanal, oct is 2 ethyl‐hexanol, H is hydrogen, Ki
(m3/mol) is the adsorption equilibrium constant for the component i (i: enal, anal, H) , ki (m3/s
kg) is rate constant of the surface reaction i,(i:1,2), Ci (kmol/m3) concentration of component i.

In industrial scale heterogeneous reactors, the catalyst ages gradually and gets deactivated to
the point it becomes inefficient and needs to be replaced. The dependence between the catalyst
activity degree and the reaction rate can be expressed as follows:

(3)

where kD is the catalyst degree of deactivation.

The reaction rates expression should also include the temperature dependence of the reaction
rate constants and absorption constants, which must comply with the Arrhenius law [4]
given by:

(4)

where E is the activation energy and T is the temperature.

The developed total and component mass balance equations are as follows:

(5)

(6)

and the heat balance equations for the liquid and gas phases are

(7)

All the parameters are detailed in the nomenclature section.

An important feature of the three‐phase reactors is the hydrodynamic characteristic. One of
the hydrodynamics parameters with high influence on the performance of the three‐phase
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reactor is the pressure loss of the two‐phase mixture. The pressure loss in the functional layer
is an important parameter, which depends on the amount of energy required to operate and
which also correlates the interphase mass transfer coefficients. The friction pressure loss can
be calculated using equation ERGUN [5]:

(8)

where ε is layer void fraction, and v, υ, ρ are considered for the phase for which the pressure
loss is computed.

The dynamic process simulator was implemented in MATLAB programming environment
along with graphical extension to SIMULINK. The process simulator, being represented by a
mathematical model comprising a system of nonlinear partial differential equations, was
implemented as a function‐s: S‐function.

To solve the partial differential equations the finite difference method [6] was used. According
to this method, the derivatives where written as finite differences. The solution domain must
be covered with a network of nodes in order to apply the proposed method. Theoretically, the
approximation of the exact solution will be better if the number of nodes included in the
network is greater. To approximate the concentrations, temperature and pressure over time
and space (height of the reactor) 100 discretization points (the number of theoretical plates)
were chosen, being considered the best choice between the complexity of the model and the
accuracy of the results. This method is reasonably simple, robust and is a good general
candidate for the numerical solution of differential equations.

2.2. Validation and dynamic behaviour analysis of the nonlinear mathematical model

The developed nonlinear, distributed parameter mathematical model was calibrated and
tested based on experimental data acquired from a functional 2 ethyl‐hexanal hydrogenation
reactor at Oltchim S.A. company, Romania.

The calibration process was performed taking into account the constructive characteristics of
the hydrogenation reactor. The height of the reactor is approximately 20 m, with a diameter
of 1 m, while the height of the catalyst is around 18 m. The reactants (hydrogen – gaseous phase
– and 2 ethyl‐hexanal—liquid phase) are fed at the top of the reactor. Perfect mixing can be
considered because the reactor is equipped with a fine sifter at the top. The product (2 ethyl‐
hexanol) is extracted at the bottom of the reactor. Part of the product is cooled to 90–100 °C in
a heat exchanger and recirculated at the top to maintain the inlet temperature below 160 °C.
The operating temperature of the reactants is around 100 °C. The plant is also equipped with
a heater, to be able to increase the input temperature of the reactants as the catalyst gets
deactivated. The flow ratio between the 2 ethyl‐hexanal flow and the recirculated 2 ethyl‐
hexanol flow must be maintained at a specific value in order to maintain the output tempera‐
ture below the critical value. The main reactor operating point is characterized by the following
parameter values: hydrogen flow of 1250 – 1300 (m3/h), 2 ethyl‐hexanal flow of 4 (m3/h),
recirculated 2 ethyl‐hexanol flow of 24 –32 (m3/h).
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The accuracy of the developed mathematical model was tested in different operating points
and the comparison between the simulated results and the experimental data in the main
operating point is presented in Table 1.

Parameter Simulated value Plant data

Hydrogen concentration (Kmol/m3) 0.078 0.0549

2 ethyl‐hexanal concentration (Kmol/m3) 0.0021 0.0020

2 ethyl‐hexanol concentration (Kmol/m3) 5.346 5.32

Output temperature (K) 441.6 441.3

Table 1. Mathematical model validation.

The standard deviation is between 5 and 10 % in all cases. This indicates the presence of an
acceptable systematic error. The evolution of the main parameters can also be observed in
Figures 2–4.

By choosing 100 discretization points the height of the theoretical plates of the reactor is 0.2m.
Taking into account the diameter of the reactor (∼1m) it can be considered that the concentra‐
tion of 2 ethyl‐hexanol and the temperature of the product are constant along the theoretical
plate. However, to prove this assumption, a study was performed on the influence of the
number of discretization points on the accuracy of the results. The simulation results are
presented in the Figures 5 and 6, considering 80, 100 and 125 discretization points. As can be
observed from the figures, there are no significant changes in the accuracy of the model, the
differences being only at the second decimal.

Figure 2. 2 ethyl‐hexanal and 2 ethyl‐hexanal concentration evolution: simulated vs. plant data.

Another important study that needs to be performed to prove that the developed mathematical
model captured the hydrogenation mechanism is a dynamic behaviour study. To this end, it
is necessary to evaluate that the model captures the effect of catalyst deactivation [7]. By
analysing the experimental data it was concluded that the catalyst degree of activity decreases
up to 50% after 4 months of continuous functioning. Figure 7 presents the effect of catalyst
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deactivation on the product concentration by maintaining the reactants input flow and
temperature constant.

Figure 3. 2 ethyl‐hexanal and 2 ethyl‐hexanol concentration evolutions: simulated vs. plant data.

Figure 4. Product temperature evolution: simulated vs. plant data.

Figure 5. 2 ethyl‐hexanol concentration evolution: 80, 100 and 125 discretization points.
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Figure 6. Outlet temperature evolution: 80, 100 and 125 discretization points.

Figure 7. Catalyst deactivation effect on the product concentration.

It is obvious that the catalyst deactivation influences considerably the quality of the product
increasing the production costs. This effect can be diminished if the input temperature of the
reactants is gradually increased as the catalyst gets older.

2.3. Operational mathematical model: development and validation

Based on the previously presented studies, it can be concluded that the hydrogenation process
dynamics ethyl 2‐hexanal is very complex; thus, it is only normal that the resulting model is
nonlinear, higher order with distributed parameters. The only problem is that highly complex
models are difficult to use in the development of most control strategies, being more appro‐
priate for control strategy testing. For this reason it is necessary to design a simpler, linear
operation model to be used in control design. There are two possible approaches. The first one
infers model reduction methods and linearization which can be troublesome. In this section is
presented a more unconventional approach, developing a simpler operational model based
on the main connections between input and output parameters, using experimental identifi‐
cation methods and the developed nonlinear mathematical model. The results will be validated
by simulation.
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To this end, by analysing the hydrogenation process and based on the process engineers
experimental knowledge the main input variables are considered to be: input flow of 2 ethyl‐
hexanal, recirculated input flow of 2 ethyl‐hexanol, input temperature of the reactants and
hydrogen pressure. The main output variables are considered to be the 2 ethyl‐hexanol
concentration and the output temperature which is critical. Nevertheless, the dependence
between the input and the output variables is considered to be of second order as follows:

(9)

The parameter values are determined using experimental identification methods and consid‐
ering step variations of the recirculated 2 ethyl‐hexanol flow (Qoct), input temperature of
reactants (Tin). The same step variations are considered for the 2 ethyl‐hexanal input flow
(Qenal) and the hydrogen input pressure (P) even if these parameters are considered to be
constant in normal mode of operation. For validation Figure 8 presents the simulated values
obtained for the output temperature and considering a step variation in the recirculated 2 ethyl‐
hexanol flow.

Figure 8. Output temperature evolution: operational model vs. nonlinear model.

3. Design and implementation of conventional control strategy

Conventional PID controllers are the most common control solution in the industry. Most of
the research deals with mono‐variable (single input single output—SISO) processes. However,
most industrial processes are by their nature multi‐variable (multi‐input multi‐output—‐
MIMO). Using mono‐variable controllers for each output variable, even if it is a solution easy
to apply, it will lead to inferior performances. It is possible that despite the fact that each
individual PID loop control works, the overall PID control structure to fail. For this reason
there is a demand for the development of multi‐variable PID control strategies to compensate
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the effect of functional interactions between variables from many companies that consider the
interactions between variables in multi‐variable systems as the main common problem in the
industry.

The hydrogenation process is characterized by the presence of time delays of approximately
30 minutes. The difference between the dead time of each input‐output pair is about 1–2
minutes. For this reason, the dead time is considered to be identical for all input‐output pair.
A typical approach to deal with time delay is the non‐delayed output prediction [8, 9]. The
non‐delayed output may be estimated and the controller can be computed as for a process
without delay. The most popular output predictor is the Smith predictor.

Currently, the 2 ethyl‐hexanal hydrogenation plant is operated using the feed forward control
(indirect, open‐loop control). Thus, using methods sometimes simple, sometimes complicated
(even in closed loop), the following parameters are controlled and adjusted to the desired level:
the 2 ethyl‐hexanal input flow, the recirculated 2 ethyl‐hexanol flow, hydrogen input pressure
and the reactant input temperature. At present time, an operator decides whether or not to
manually modify the control loops set points to maintain the same process parameters and
product specifications. To achieve a more effective operation of the hydrogenation process,
both conventional and advanced control methods require a closed‐loop control structure by
including the reaction from the output.

In order to develop a multi‐variable PID control, the operational model described in the
previous section determined by the Eq. (9) will be used. The desired multi‐variable controller
matrix has the following form:

(10)

where HR11, HR22 intended for direct adjustment of output variables and HR12, HR21 are intended
to counter act the interactions between input and output channels. The four controllers are
computed by imposing a phase margin γk = 60° [9].

The obtained controllers are described by:

(11)

Figure 9 presents the closed loop Smith predictor control structure using a PID control.

The next step is to test and evaluate the performances of the developed control strategy by
analysing its ability to reject disturbance effects, respectively, the set point tracking capability.
In the first scenario, a reference variation of 10 K for the first output value (outlet temperature
of the product, Tout) is considered. The simulation results are presented in Figure 10.
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The second scenario is designed to test the control system capability to counteract the dis‐
turbance effects. Hence, a 6 % step variation in the 2 ethyl‐hexanal input flow is considered for
the results presented in Figure 11.

Figure 9. Closed loop control structure: conventional PID control in MIMO‐SP structure.

Figure 10. Output temperature reference step variation of 10 K: (a) output temperature evolution and (b) 2 ethyl‐hexa‐
nol concentration evolution.
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Figure 11. (a) Output temperature evolution and (b) 2 ethyl‐hexanol concentration evolution considering a step varia‐
tion in the 2 ethyl‐hexanal input flow.

Based on the above results, the effectiveness of the proposed control is emphasized, presenting
acceptable overshoot, response time and deviation values, but with opportunities for im‐
provement. Thus, in the third scenario is considered an evolution for a period of 4 months and
the catalyst activity degree is decreased up to 50%. Figure 12 shows the temperature and 2
ethyl‐hexanol concentration evolutions in this situation. It can be observed a steady error of
0.06% for the temperature and an error of 1% for the 2 ethyl‐hexanol concentration.

The last simulation scenario is conceived in order to test the robustness of the designed control
system for process parameter variations: gain variation and time constants variations
(Figure 13).

Figure 12. Catalyst deactivation: MIMO‐SP PID controls.
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Figure 13. Output temperature evolution for reference step variation—nominal case vs. uncertain case (multivariable
PID control).

A decrease in the control system performance can be observed, inferring reduced robustness,
an aspect that may be improved by using advanced control strategies.

4. Design and implementation of advanced control strategies

4.1. Internal model control

The internal model control has emerged as an alternative to traditional feedback control
algorithm feedback output as the simulation methods, mathematical modelling and model
validation techniques developed [10]. This method provides a direct link between the process
model and the controller structure. The IMC control structure is presented in Figure 14 where
p represents the transfer function describing the interconnections between process inputs u
and outputs y, pd represents the transfer function that describes the effects of disturbance on
the output, pm is the mathematical model of the process and q is the transfer function of the
IMC controller.

The model of the process is assumed to be equal to the process transfer function matrix
presented before in Eq. (9) inferring the need of a Smith predictor structure:

(12)

In order to ensure the process decoupling it is necessary to determine the pseudo‐inverse
matrix [11] of the steady state gain matrix:

(13)
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(14)

The decoupled process is obtained as: �� � = �� � C��# = ��11� ��12���21� ��22� . Due to the static

decoupling, steady‐state matrix HD(s = 0) will be equal to the unit matrix, all the elements which
are not on the first diagonal being equal to zero. Having the decoupled process the next step
is to approximate the elements on the first diagonal of the matrix HD(s) with simple transfer
functions using identification methods:

(15)

The last step consists of the IMC controller design using: ����� � = ��11� − ���*(�) ∙�(�)
where f(s) is the IMC filter:

(16)

where λi is the time constant of the filter associated to each output and n is chosen such as the
final IMC controller is proper.

The obtained IMC controllers are:

(17)

Figure 14. IMC control structure.
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The IMC control system evaluation and testing are presented in comparison to the conven‐
tional multi‐variable PID control strategy in order to conclude the results. To this end, the first
test scenario consists in the set point tacking analysis. The simulation results are presented in
Figure 15.

Figure 15. Output temperature evolution for reference step variation: PID vs. IMC.

The second simulation scenario is focused on the disturbance rejection analysis considering a
0.25 [Kmol/m3] disturbance in the 2 ethyl‐hexanal flow input flow (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Output temperature evolution for a disturbance in the 2 ethyl‐hexanal input flow: PID vs. IMC.

The third simulation scenario evaluates the IMC control system capability to counteract the
effect of the catalyst deactivation (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Catalyst deactivation: IMC control.

As in the previous case the last test scenario consists in the robustness evaluation of the IMC
control system by considering the same variation of the process parameters (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Output temperature evolution for reference step variation—nominal case vs. uncertain case (IMC control).

By analysing the comparative results between the MIMO SP‐PID and SP‐IMC control strategies
it can be concluded that the SP‐IMC control strategy outperforms the classical control. Another
advantage is that it is easy to design and implement. However, even if the performances are
clearly better the robustness to process parameter variations can be improved.

4.2. Robust control

Robust control can be defined as an attempt to control the uncertain systems (uncertainties).
This approach accepts the idea of incomplete knowledge of the process, which has an uncertain
dynamic and is influenced by disturbances insufficiently known. If, however, for these
uncertainties can be established a mathematical norm, by using the robust control theory a
robust, unique, able to meet certain performance specifications (hard or relaxed), controller
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can designed, respecting the uncertainty domain. Regardless of the method used to determine
the mathematical model it is necessary to impose simplifying assumptions so that the obtained
model is suitable for controller design. The differences between the real plant and the mathe‐
matical model represent modelling uncertainties or errors. Precisely from this view point the
choice of robust control algorithms for the hydrogenation process 2‐ethyl hexanal is justified.
The robust controller design is a laborious task itself, but as the computational tools evolved
the only difficult part left is the process parameter variation range determination. The same
process operational model presented in Eq. (9) is used for multi‐variable robust controller
design based on Hinfinity approach to ensure robust stability for both the nominal model and the
entire class of systems that exist in a particular area of uncertainty around the nominal model.
A Smith predictor MIMO structure is also necessary due to the large time delays presented by
the hydrogenation process like in the previous sections.

(18)

The first step was to determine the process state space representation:

(19)

(20)

The nominal values of the process parameters are:

(21)

It is a well‐known fact that, in real control systems, uncertainties are unavoidable and can
negatively affect the stability and the performance of the whole control system. Usually, the
uncertainties can be classified in two main categories: disturbance signals (input/output
disturbance, sensor/actuator noise) and dynamic perturbations (difference between the actual
dynamics of the process and the mathematical model) [12]. The dynamic perturbations are
usually caused by inaccurate characteristic description, torn and worn effects and shifting
operating points. They are also called ‘parametric uncertainties’ and are represented by certain
process parameter variation over a certain value range. In a control system the dynamic
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uncertainties can be represented in multiple ways. For this particular case the output multi‐
plicative representation is considered showing the relative errors (between the actual system
Gp(s) and the nominal model Go(s)) not only the absolute errors: Gp (s) = [I + ∆(s)] Go(s). No
matter what type of uncertainty representation is chosen, the actual, perturbed system can be
represented like a standard upper linear fractional transform, where the uncertainties are
lumped in a single block ∆, a diagonal matrix corresponding to parameter variations
(Figure 19).

Figure 19. Generalized structure of the closed loop system.

The interconnection matrix for the considered multiplicative perturbation is:

(22)

The uncertainty description is determined in an unconventional manner [13]. By using the
experimental identification methods several second order models were determined using
experimental data from different points of operation. In this way one can determine the interval
for nominal model parameters variations.p11, p12, p33, p34, p55, p56, p77, p78, p87, pb31,
pb72, pc12, pc16, pc24 and pc28 represent the computed possible, relative perturbation of the
nominal process parameters. Each parameter aij, bij and cij (i, j = 1.8) may be represented as a
linear fractional transformation (LFT) considering multiplicative uncertainties.
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The next step is to determine the process mathematical model that takes into account also the
model parameter uncertainties, Gmds having the following form [12]:

(23)

(24)

The block diagram of the closed loop system in Smith predictor structure including the robust
multi‐variable controller and the uncertainties bloc is presented in Figure 20.

Figure 20. The MIMO‐SP closed loop control structure using robust controller.

As it can be observed Gmds is nominal model of the process, d1, d2 represent the disturbances,
Δ is the matrix uncertainties, Wu1, Wu2 and WP1, WP2 are weighting functions which reflect
the relative significance of performance requirements. For good mitigation of disturbances and
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to ensure a certain response time and overshoot Wu1, Wu2 and WP1, WP2 have the following
form:

(25)

It should be noted that choosing the suitable weighting functions is a crucial step in the
synthesis of robust controller and usually requires several attempts. By applying the presented
method, using MATLAB/SIMULINK environment – hinfsyn function, the following robust H8

controller was determined:

(26)

Like for the previous control strategies the first simulation test scenario consists of closed loop
simulation evaluation under nominal parameter values. The same simulation scenario was
performed for the whole class of systems in the uncertainty domain for a reference step
variation for the output temperature. The simulation results show good performances of the
developed control structure even considering the process parameter uncertainty domain
(Figure 21).

Figure 21. Output temperature evolution—robust controller: nominal vs. uncertain considering a reference step varia‐
tion.

The second simulation scenario will evaluate the capability to reject the disturbance effect and
also to test at the same time the robustness of the system. To this end, a step variation of the 2
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ethyl‐hexanal input flow is considered along with the process parameter variations. Good
performances are reached even in the case of the uncertain plants (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Output temperature evolution—robust controller: nominal vs. uncertain considering a reference step varia‐
tion of the 2 ethyl‐hexanal input flow.

Another performance that needs to be evaluated is the ability to counter act the catalyst
deactivation effect (Figure 23).

Figure 23. Catalyst deactivation: robust controller.

By analysing all the results obtained in the previous figures it can be concluded that even
considering the catalyst deactivation steady‐state errors of 0.006% and 0.18% are achieved for
the output temperature and 2 ethyl‐hexanol concentration, which are clearly within acceptable
limits making the robust control strategy the most suitable for 2 ethyl‐hexanal hydrogenation
process control.
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5. Conclusions

The developed model of the hydrogenation process, presented in this chapter, is able to
represent the dynamic behaviour of the reactor during operation. Real plant data was used for
mathematical model validation. From the dynamic point of view, the system behaves as an
element with a large time constant and a large time delay. Hydrogenation multiphase catalytic
reactors have complex behaviour and from this point of view, the use of advanced control
strategies together with online optimization techniques appears to be a suitable procedure to
deal with the problem of operating at high level of performance and safety.

A possibility to describe the processes which occur inside the reactor by a linear nominal
transfer matrix and uncertainty description is detailed. A practical method for obtaining the
uncertainty description is also presented. Three control strategies are proposed, developed,
implemented and tested.

Finally, a comparison between the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed control
solutions is performed.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Description

Ci molar concentration (kmol/m3) of component i:enal (2 ethyl‐hexanal), anal (2 ethyl‐hexanal),

oct (2 ethyl‐hexanol)

CHL concentration of hydrogen in liquid phase

CHG concentration of hydrogen in gaseous phase

Qi volumetric flow rate (m3/s) of component in phase i: L(liquid), G(gaseous)

T temperature (K)

cp specific heat capacity (kJ/kg K)

av specific gas‐liquid contact area (m‐1)

z axial reactor coordinate

S cross‐sectional area

ri rate of surface reaction i: 1, 2

Ki adsorption equilibrium constant, component i (m3/mol)
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Symbol Description

kj rate constant of surface reaction j (mol/s kg)

ρsol solution density (kg/m3)

NHG the flux of hydrogen transferred from gaseous phase to liquid phase [5, 7]��� = ��, �(��* − ��, �)1��,� = 1��C�� + 1��, ���* = ��/��
vph the transferred hydrogen flow through the liquid film, adjacent to the catalyst pellet, on to its’ surface [5, 7]

��ℎ = ��,�2�� � ⋅ �1 ⋅ ����,� + �� ⋅ ���� + 1 − � ⋅ �1 ⋅ ����,� + �� ⋅ ���� + 1 2
−4 ����,� ⋅ � ⋅ �1 ⋅ �� ⋅ ����1��,� = 1�� ⋅ ��, � + 1�� ⋅ ��, �

ΔRHi the reaction heat of reaction i:1, 2 (kJ/kmol)

pH partial pressure of hydrogen in the convective zone of the gas phase [atm]

HH Henry's law constant (atm m3/Kmol)
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